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Dr Suzuki’s quote reminds me of the importance of a smile. When your 
music students smile , it shows a good sign of their enjoyment of  learning 
music. It means a lot for young learners, to see the smiling of their teachers 
and of course, their parents when they play music. And it does, makes a 
better world.

 Bali was so honoured to host the Asia Region Suzuki conference this 
year. It was such a privilege to welcome young musicians, Suzuki parents , 
observers and teachers in this beautiful island of the Gods. We witnessed 
so many amazing and promising things during this conference. And yes, 
we smiled a lot! ‘We’ is not only us as  students, but also parents, teachers, 
audiences and performers. If I may add Dr. Suzuki’s quote : “Children learn 
to smile from their parents and when they smile, the whole world smiles 
with them”. The whole world includes us, especially who live, study and/or 
work in Bali and came to the conference. 

 Here are some of our ‘smiles’ from Bali people who were privileged to be 
part of this conference. Our smiles reflected our joy of participating and 
witnessing all wonderful things happening in this conference. Enjoy!

It was a professional and well-organized conference. I’ve been to many 
such conferences in Europe and and compare the quality I witnessed at 
the Suzuki conference. It was a tremendous opportunity for the students. 
From the point of view of a workshop provider, I was impressed with the 
attention to detail and flexibility of the leadership and support staff from 
Suzuki. The gamelan workshop ran very well. We had good participation 
from the students. It was a real joy to work with Therese and with Glen 
Spring for the Janger composition.
Jonathan Bailey - Narawastu Art Community

I am glad having a chance to learn together with Suzuki Asia’s family. It 
gives me a new experience of learning violin.
Princess Lienius - Suzuki violin student book 3

I will always like Suzuki conference. I enjoyed my group lessons and 
masterclass session. Every teacher is unique in delivering the lesson and 
yet, fun and easy to understand.
Michelle Putri Hamijoyo - Suzuki violin student book 7

SMAI - Jl. Kalimantan 62, Ruko Plaza Espana - North Lippo Village,Tangerang 15811 Indonesia
Contact: Adriana 0812 870 1726, Yuli 0812 8484 5623 (service in English)    Fax: (021) 546 1772
Email: suzuki.indonesia@gmail.com   Website: www.suzuki-indonesia.org

A captivating performance that indulges me with beautiful symphony 
and artistic musicality, Look forward to having more in Bali.
Sri Mahendrani - Evening concert audience

Absolutely wonderful, truly inspiring !
Mr Robert Brown - Suzuki trained teacher

It was really wonderful to see my son enjoying to play music instru-
ments and interact with other participants in early child group. The 
teachers were great and the most important thing is that my son will 
have one of his most memorable music experience in his life
Komang Ayu Rukmiantari- SECE participant

The Suzuki Conference was certainly very new to us. My daughter, 
Ralisha, who loves music and play piano and violin. It was our first kind. 
It was a whole new experience since she was playing  violin from age 5 
with another method. It was a shock as she realized that most of the 
songs are quite different from the other method. She recovered it quickly 
and really enjoy playing the music and being a part of the Suzuki 
Orchestra. We were lucky this year the conference is in Bali so it was 
good in terms of organising logistic wise for us since we reside in Bali.
We met so many new friends and share the love of the music. It is very 
good event for kids to celebrate what they have achieve so far and share 
it with other. 
We definitely will join the program as it is very good for social skills and 
their musical skills as well.
Ratih Nurruhliati- Parent and observer

I impressed to witness the dedication and pure heart of Suzuki educa-
tors during the conference. Dr Suzuki is right when he is saying ,”Beauti-
ful tone, beautiful heart ”
There were also a lot of “AHA!” moments for me to understand more 
about the Suzuki philosophy during the teacher workshop and they were 
precious! Not to mention, observing the lessons for 3 days and watching 
all the evening recitals were extremely ‘eyes opening’ for our music 
community in Bali 
Yeni Purnama - Teacher Workshop Participant and Observer

“CHILDREN LEARN TO SMILE FROM THEIR PARENTS”
Shinichi Suzuki
 

BALI SMILES
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RYAN WANTOUW  

I am very happy to join the Suzuki Conference in Bali. This was my first 
time so I was quiet nervous when I stepped into the class for the first 
day. But it lasted when we started the class: I saw the smiles and felt the 
happiness from the people in the room. It turned out to be very exciting 
suddenly and I relieved so much. 

I studied more about music in group classes together with other 
students from abroad and learned a lot from the guest teachers. Unfor-
tunately, I didn’t have more chances to start much conversation with 
those friends so I regretted I didn’t know them well.  

I’m so happy to join this conference and I would love to join it again in 
the next coming years.

KIMBERLY LINTUNGAN

Joining Suzuki Conference for the first time has changed my perspective on the 
violin, and of course classical music itself. Seeing other students from many 
countries with their musical skills, have definitely motivated me to practice more. 

This was also my very first time being taught by teachers from other countries, it 
was an amazing experience. I really enjoyed the orchestra rehearsals conducted by 
Mr. Terry Durbin. He was funny and is a great teacher too! 

My group mates were all students aged five to twelve, younger than myself. And 
they did excellent performance. This was surely made me feel awkward, but I know 
they motivated me to practice more.

A performance that left deep impressions was the Violin Recital by Iskandar 
Widjaja. He played Fiocco Allegro beautifully and it was truly captivating. 

I am very grateful for the opportunity joining the conference and a wonderful 
experience I certainly will never forget. 

NICHOLAS MANGAREK 

I am so glad joining Asia Suzuki Conference at Westin Hotel, Nusa 
Dua Bali.  It was worthwhile and I gained lots of understanding being 
a student of Suzuki Music. At first, I was confused on why teachers 
going back to book 1 and so much in emphasing the Twinkle parts but 
later I understood the WHY.   It was lots of fun because my cousins 
were also joined this event. 

I also enjoyed the Gamelan Bali Class. A lot of new things to be learnt 
about. 

Joining this event and enjoying the performances and concerts have 
given me such good views for my future in music. Many thanks to all 
teachers and everyone who had made the conference successful. God 
bless you all.

OUR  IMPRESSIONS
ATTENDING SUZUKI CONFERENCE FROM MANADO 

IN BALI FOR THE FIRST TIME.
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 Glad to have Mrs. Therese Wirakesuma, the chairman of Suzuki 
Music Association of Indonesia and Mr. Joel Suprapto, a Suzuki 
violin and cello teacher spent a week in Manado with students, 
parents and teachers. Time really flew fast for students to attend 
Master Classes and Group Lessons from middays to evenings, 
conducted by these 2 teachers, they wanted more! 

 Together with the students, parents and teachers of New 
Harmonic Music School Manado, we did Schools Tour to SD 
Frater Don Bosco and Sekolah Dian Harapan. The students and 
teachers attendees in the schools were surprised with the music 
performance, short talks and the games we had.   

 We had Grand Concert on the last day in Griya Sintesa Penin-
sula Hotel. The violin, piano and cello students were very excited 
to perform their pieces and the parents were also happy to see the 
children did a good job on the stage.  To see more concert photos, 
please visit: https://goo.gl/GvonrF

NEWS FROM MANADO CENTER

MASTER CLASS, GROUP LESSON, SCHOOLS 
TOUR AND CONCERT.

MANADO 
SUZUKI 
STRINGS 
EVENT
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HELP THEIR CHILDREN TO HAVE A THOUGHTFUL 
AND EFFICIENT PRACTICE

 Some young children play pieces in rush, therefore overlook 
teacher’s note during their practice at home. Without pausing and 
thinking of a better sound or way to play, children can end up practic-
ing the wrong thing over and over in which can actually take more 
time for the children to undue the wrong practice. So parents, who 
attend lessons with their children, know when to ask children to slow 
down, review the teacher’s note and look for ways to improve.

REINFORCE PRACTICE WITH REPETITION AT HOME

 Part of an e�cient practice is focus repeating the parts students 
have struggle with to increase fluency and reach mastery in those 
parts. Unless one understands the importance of repetition, it can be 
boring. For most young children, practicing with repetition does not 
come naturally. During the lesson, parents can note which parts 
children need repeated practice. Understanding how practice with 
repetition can be a challenge for children, parents can help to make 
repetition part of their children’ practicing habits.

 Last but not least, Dr. Suzuki once said, “First character, then 
ability”, parents can identify and develop the characters children 
learned while playing instrument. In an example, parents’ expression 
like “Wow, you have slowly repeated that particular phrase! You are 
very patient.” is reinforcing character of patience to their children.   

 So as we can see, having parents in the classroom is much more 
than just sitting with their children or to monitor to make sure their 
children learn properly in class. Having parents’ presence in the 
class can mean a significant support for their children and help turn 
their children’ practice at home to be more meaningful.
 

 One important aspect in the Suzuki Music is parents’ involve-
ment in their children’s learning.  The questions are why is it so 
important for parents to attend their children’s lesson? What can 
parents do while they are in the classroom?
Let’s think about this. The lesson is normally delivered in a short 
period of time compared to the time the children spend practicing 
at home. So most of the time parents at home are the one who help 
their children learn. Parents are the ones who create a supporting 
learning environment in their home. That’s why Suzuki Method 
calls them ”Home Teachers”.
 So as we can see, having parents in the classroom is much more 
than just sitting with their children or to monitor to make sure 
their children learn properly in class. Having parents’ presence in 
the class can mean a significant support for their children and 
help turn their children’ practice at home to be more meaningful.
 

BUILD BETTER COMMUNICATION WITH TEACHER

 Parents who attend the lesson can communicate with teachers 
who equip them with knowledge and understand the learning 
objectives of their children. Not expected to have a prior musical 
experience, Suzuki parents can be successful when they are 
committed to work together with teacher to support their 
children’s learning.

UNDERSTANDING HOW THEIR CHILDREN LEARN

 Parents, who see their children’s struggle in learning during the 
lesson, can be thoughtful in seeing the entire learning process, 
appreciate and appraise every small steps of achievement their 
children have accomplished. Knowing that not every student 
learns the same piece with the same pace, parents can avoid 
comparing the

By Caroline Poedjokerto

WHAT 
PARENTS GET
WHILE ATTENDING
THEIR CHILDREN 
LESSONS
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 “Without accepting the fact that everything changes, we 
cannot find perfect composure. But unfortunately, although it is 
true, it is di�cult for us to accept it. Because we cannot accept 
the truth of transience, we su�er.” Shinichi Suzuki

 Nothing stays the same especially technology! We have to 
learn, accept and live with rapid changes in technology- recog-
nizing benefits and dangers. This is just as true for Suzuki 
parents, students and teachers as it is for teachers in the 
classroom, employers in the work place, transportation and 
consumers of entertainment. Services, resources and informa-
tion are all at our fingertips on the smart phone, ipad, or laptop. 

 In this article we will explore both the dangers of overuse of 
technology and the possible tools and benefits of technology 
when wisely employed to make the learning process more 
e�cient, enjoyable and rewarding. 

 First and foremost parents need to be aware of the dangers of 
children spending too much time on devices.  Vigilant and wise 
parenting is needed! Understandably it is easy for busy parents 
to revert to the ‘electronic babysitter’ when children are bored, 
restless, and when they are ‘in the hair’ and the parent has other 
things to do.  However it is better to think twice as research 
shows some alarming trends: 

 Studies have shown that too much time on gadgets 
negatively a�ects the function of a child’s brain, and may even 
cause attention deficit, cognitive delays, impaired learning, 
increased impulsivity, and decreased ability to self-regulation. 
(See:http://movingtolearn.ca/2014/ten-reasons-why-hand-held-
devices-should-be-banned-for-children-under-the-age-of-12)

PROS AND 
CONS OF  
TECHNOLOGY 
FROM THE
PERPECTIVE 
OF A SUZUKI 
TEACHER

Additionally children (adults too!) may:

 • Become overweight as they are burning fewer calories 
 • Show sleep deprivation
 • Have little or no exposure to nature
 • Damaged eye- sight
 • Become addicted to gadgets
 • Have limited communication skills- more interaction 
    with gadgets than other children or family members 

 Educational experts advise parents to sing, read, and talk to 
their children rather than letting them play on ipads or watch 
TV at home.  It is much better for children to be exposed to 
activities that lead to mental, physical and emotional health. 
Learning a musical instrument is the perfect activity!  Brain 
functions increase, gross and fine motor skills are developed, 
children learn discipline, persistence and improve social skills 
when they perform music in groups.  

 Learning a musical instrument is a long-term project (for 
violin I would say 10 years!)  We cannot learn a musical instru-
ment with technology!- there are no shortcuts for the hours of 
practice required to master the musical skills.  
In the Suzuki Method we are very fortunate to work side by 
side with the parents to develop the optimal learning environ-
ment for children.  During lessons it is strongly recommended 
that parents put away the cellphone and give their full concen-
tration to observing and taking hand written notes. This is 
their most important job at the lesson.  By taking detailed 
notes, the parents are then prepared to work at home practic-
ing with the child.  At times there may be very good reasons for 
the parent to take a photo and video for a few minutes as this 
can aid in home practice and a better understanding of what 
specifically needs to be accomplished.  

 Another positive use of technology are several apps that 
parents can upload on their cellphones/ ipads to assist in 
tuning the instrument, home practice, such as a metronome 
and voice recorder app to record and listen to themselves for 
instant feedback and other various apps for learning music 
theory and developing aural skills. 
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1 CLEAR TUNE- ANDROID, IOS (TUNER)

2 TONAL ENERGY – ANDROID 
 (chromatic tuner and metronome)

3. TEMPO – APPLE
 (best rated metronome)

4. ANY TUNE - APPLE 
 (slow down the tempo of music without changing 
 the pitch: perfect for practicing with the Suzuki CD’s)

5. NOTE SQUISH - APPLE 
 (learning names of notes)

6. BETTER EARS - ANDROID 
 (to improve pitch and understanding of intervals)

7. INSTRUNOTE - ANDROID AND APPLE 
 (Teaches Intervals, Ear and Interval Training - 
 wonderful for teachers too!)

8. NOTE WORKS- APPLE 
 (note recognition and sight reading)

 Source: Parents as Partners Lecture Series - Suzuki 
 Teacher- Ian Salmin

 All Suzuki Method books are now live on iBooks (both books 
alone and with audio). You can see all 254(!!!!) Suzuki Method 
eBooks live on iBooks here:  
www.alfred.com/suzukionibooks 
In addition all Suzuki method book recordings are available for 
download on iTunes and Amazon.

ITUNES: 
https://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/search?
mt=1&amp;submit=edit&amp;term=suzuki%20school%20album&a
mp;app=itunes

AMAZON:
http://www.amazon.com/s?rh=n%3A163856011%2Ck%3Asuzuki+sc
hool%2Cp_n_feature_browse-bin%3A625150011&amp;keywords=s
uzuki+school&amp;ie=UTF8&amp;qid=1449701098

 Another favorite and extremely useful tool to develop musical 
ability on an instrument is to frequently listen to you tube clips of 
famous and favorite performers.  By continuous and frequent 
listening to their CD of the songs and other artists, children learn 
the language of a beautiful sound and the nuances of Classical 
music and the di�erent style periods.  Both contemporary and 
early performers of the works a student is studying should be on 
the listening menu.  

To get you started become familiar with the world’s top performers 
and develop your favorites. A valuable source is:   
http://www.medici.tv/ as well as the you tube links below.

LEGENDARY VIOLINISTS: 
http://www.classicfm.com/instruments/violin/features/best-violini
sts-ever/

LEGENDARY PIANISTS: 
http://www.classicfm.com/instruments/piano/best-pianists-ever/

PAST CELLISTS: 
http://www.classical-music.com/feature/world-music/six-best%E2%
80%A6-cellists

LIVING CELLISTS: 
http://www.ranker.com/list/best-cellists-in-the-world/ranker-music?
utm_expid=16418821-253.BAWaw7_5T3qAVTf7EdWDtA.0&utm_ref
errer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F

‘Man is a Child of his Environment’ said Dr. Suzuki. 
In our contemporary world technology has become a part of our 
environment, our lives. Let’s use it with wisdom, moderation and 
enjoyment!

Therese Wirakesuma
Suzuki Violin Teacher 
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 Born in Berlin, Iskandar began playing violin at the age of four, 
at first with the Suzuki method under Susan Mann. At eleven, he 
was accepted as an extraordinary student at the College of Music in 
Berlin, where he studied with Ursula Scholz and Joachim 
Hantzschk. Furthermore he studied at the Julius Stern Institute 
Berlin– the pre-college division for the highly musically gifted. 
After completing secondary school, he studied violin at the 
University of the Arts in Berlin with Prof. Uwe-Martin Haiberg and 
Prof. Ilan Gronich, which he completed in 2010. Since then he is 
widely praised as one of the most interesting violinists of the 
younger generation. The “complexity of his style, his musical 
imagination with the most varied sonic nuances and facets, as well 
as his flawless technique and great charisma” [Maestro C. 
Eschenbach] are praised by colleagues and the media alike. His 
extremely wide-ranging repertoire is especially focused on the 
works of Johann Sebastian Bach. 
(website:  www.iskandarwidjaja.com)

 SMAI teacher Andre Loong first met Iskandar at an event in 
Jakarta early in 2016 and had the opportunity to ask him about his 
background with the Suzuki Method. 

 I start first when I was 4 years old with an American teacher. She 
is from Chicago and she lives in Berlin so I started learning there. 
For me Suzuki method is very intuitive. It’s like learning the mother 
tongue. The first children learn not by the music note but by 
hearing. Honestly I have no idea about Indonesian music but I 
believe everybody can start with Suzuki. For instance for piano, 
guitar or any other instruments. Because eventually I believe we are 
animals. We are instinctive being that learn our music by instinct. 
Of course for human we used our brain but the instinct come first so 
I would recommend we start learning with good method that 

PROFILE OF A 
PERFORMER
ISKANDAR
WIDJAJA

develop our instinct and feeling about what we have to do. It’s just 
like learning language. If we want to speak, we don’t learn the 
grammar first even the grammar is important but the first feeling 
is we learn by observing. We don’t see the baby learn the grammar 
first but they speak first then learn the grammar later.

How do you see yourself contributing to the growth of the Suzuki 
Method in Indonesia?

What I can do is maybe I can give master class or private lesson for 
them even I’m not a teacher but I can give them advice maybe just 
give script or model for them and inspiration for people for 
example because I believe that working with inspiration can work 
well. After people listen to my playing, they will work harder to 
achieve a standard like my playing or even better. You know, I 
cannot change people for some reason if they are not practicing by 
themselves but at least I can help them grow.

 Since this interview SMAI has been pleased to collaborate with 
Iskandar in several events:

1.  Master Class Lessons Sekolah Pelitat Harapan Kemang 
 April 6, 2016
2.  Master class teacher and special performance 
 at Asia Region Suzuki Conference in Bali June 26-30, 2016
3.  UPCOMING EVENT: 
 Matinee Concert with world class pianist Itamar Golan
 Matinee Recital Saturday December 3 12:00 Noon 
 at UPH Building D Concert Hall
(SMAI member students receive Rp. 50,000 discount tickets 
purchased before Nov. 20).
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SUZUKI
EARLY
CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION
PROGRAM

7 SECE CONCEPTS AND STRATEGIES 
( join a class and find out more!!)

• Every child can learn
• Ability develops ear ly
• Environment nurtures growth
• Children learn from one another
• Success breeds success
• Parental involvement is cr itical
• Encouragement is essential

Frida Effrien one of the SMAI teachers who trained in April 2016 
gives the following reflection: 

 I enjoyed the challenges and opportunities of conducting the 
first SECE class with my partner teacher.  There were many things 
to remember and coordinate including the materials, creating a 
pleasant and calm environment and observing the parents and 
their interaction with the children.  The training and teaching of 
SECE has had a positive impact on on my violin teaching as well. It 
has given me more awareness of of children’s potential and 
learning from a young age.  I believe that the SECE program helps 
prepare children and their parents for  Suzuki instrumental lessons.  
It’s an exciting development for the growth of the Suzuki Method in 
Indonesia.

 In April 2016 a number of SMAI Suzuki teachers along with 
friends from the Asia Region were trained for 5 days with Suzuki 
Early Childhood Education trainer Emma O’Keafe. Since then 
SMAI held SECE classes at the Bali Conference and has started 
SECE classes in Tangerang and Jakarta. Interested parents can 
sign up for a Free Trial class to learn more.  
(email: suzuki.indonesia@gmail.com for updated info of 
locations, days, times). 

 The Suzuki Early Childhood Education (SECE) music 
program is a weekly group music class designed for children 
age 0 –3. The unique and developmentally appropriate 
curriculum is developed by Dorothy and Sharon Jones with 
Shinichi Suzuki.

 Children in Suzuki Method Early Childhood Education 
classes learn rhythm, leading and waiting their turn, listening 
skills, dynamics, coordination skills, playing on Or� 
instruments, pattern recognition, ascending and descending, 
composition, melody and harmony, counting, singing, 
practicing, mastery of repertoire, in a positive learning 
environment which lovingly prepares them for instrumental 
classes.

 Suzuki Early Childhood Education classes also prepares 
parents to be able to focus on their child’s weekly progress 
(visible even in the littlest learners), with careful attention to 
skill-building through encouragement, purposeful repetition, 
and fun. The repetitive repertoire is not only a marvelously 
fascinating thing for young learners to experience but also 
nurtures them to master each layer before another is added. 
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SUZUKI VIOLIN STUDENTS 
PERFORM AT INDONESIA 
ORCHESTRA ENSEMBLE 
FESTIVAL

 The IOEF performance finished with a big round of applause 
photographs of all the performers and teachers and happy smiles. 
It was wonderful for the children to share their God given gifts and 
abilities at this well organized and attended event.  We look 
forward to seeing these same children in our school orchestras in 
the near future!

• Attention and Awareness of the Leader: children 
responded to signals from the leader to stop/ start playing, 
change the dynamics or copy the leader in performing 
movement and action. This is future preparation for 
following the conductor with a baton!

•  Maintaining the Beat: a fundamental concept for all 
musicians is that of a steady beat. Children moved with 
the beat, clapped rhythms to an established beat and 
conducted a beat pattern.

• Ensemble and reading preparation: early performance in a 
group class of canons and duets lead to playing an 
orchestra part.  Also from a young age children can learn 
musical terms and their meaning by doing them in a 
group. Starting from terms like forte, piano, allegro, subito, 
fermata, tutti, solo and gradually increasing to more 
complex terminologies.

• Social Skills: Children learn that there is great pleasure in 
playing together but that it also requires self-discipline, an 
awareness of others; understanding their space and role 
during performance, bowing, clapping for their friends 
and appreciating the value of excellence in performance.

 On September 3, 2016 a group of 50 Suzuki violin students from 
the Jakarta, Tangerang  area performed in a demonstration group 
class at the Indonesia Orchestra and Ensemble Festival (IOEF) at 
Taman Ismail Marzuki Cikini Jakarta. Therese Wirakesuma 
presented the performance class with the assistance of Suzuki violin 
teachers Fabiola Tedja, Edith Rahardja and Mellodyarben. The 
purpose of the one-hour performance was to show how children 
learn musical and social skills through playing in a fun interactive 
group setting and how these groups prepared young musicians for 
orchestra participation.  The children’s ages ranged from 4 years to 
13 years old, from beginners to accomplished performers.  
 
 The audience was surprised at the ease in which the children 
performed a wide range of repertoire without using a written score.  
Typical of a Suzuki group class, some students did not play all the 
songs but watched and learned from the older students in the class. 
This is great motivation for younger students who become eager to 
learn the songs of their more advanced peers.  Older children were 
given added challenge of playing a duet part and performing the 
most advanced pieces.  Through combining all levels in one group, 
younger children learn to wait their turn, watch and listen and the 
older more advanced students become helpers and supporters of the 
beginners, showing sensitivity and patience.
 
 Children learn from one another.
 Character First and then Ability.
 Shinichi Suzuki

 The Suzuki group lesson is the perfect environment to prepare 
children for future participation in an orchestra. Some of the key 
points discussed and demonstrated at the IOEF event were:
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VIOLIN
GRADUATES

PIANO
GRADUATES

BOOK 5
Emmerson Juliano Stephen Cahyadi

STUDENT TEACHER STUDENT TEACHER

BOOK 1
Abigail Anne Pantauw Zipporah Alexandria
Arella Hedya Euginia Dave Nathaneal
Cherish Kumala Hanny Angel
Claire Kabul Andre Loong
Darrell Nathan Ang Andre Loong
Ezra Djojonegoro Laura Kasetty
Filia Bunadi Maulida Nur Isnaini
Gabriel Narendra Gunawan Fabiola Tedja
Guinevere Mikha Victoria Paendong Stephanie Hosea
Jonathan Viscardy Tjia Fabiola Tedja
Judith Graciella Waworundeng Stephanie Hosea
Katarina Amadea Lontoh Stephanie Hosea
Mavamori Frida E�rien
Michelle Angelina Maramis Stephanie Hosea
Ryejun Ryan Jung Andre Loong

BOOK 1
Alicia Vanessa Wijatmoko Christine Hosea
Chevalier Moses Timbuleng Christine Hosea
Hailey Lim Windu Restu
Hana Suot Christine Hosea
Kayreen Fioreta Utama Windu Restu

BOOK 2
Aileen Febriany Stephen Cahyadi
Emelyn Jong Caroline Poedjokerto
Jaclyn Karinna Zhang Mayang Sari
Jonathan Sebastian Nilam Stephen Cahyadi
Nicholas Mangarek Christine Hosea
Nicole Thendean Christine Hosea
Ryan Wantouw Christine Hosea

BOOK 3
Joshua Kwon Tan Hartanti
Laurentia Florella Mulyadi Hartanti

BOOK 4
Audrey Trisha Wibowo Stephen Cahyadi
Emanuel Feroz Stephen Cahyadi
Natalie Mudde Henny Waldemar

BOOK 2
Andrea Christabella Darmadji Andre Loong
Connor Wisan Cheung Suprapto Wiro Utomo
Henny Pinang Maulida Nur Isnaini
Joshe Chairuddin Maulida Nur Isnaini
Jovian Chairuddin Maulida Nur Isnaini
Leon Noah Hariyanto Suprapto Wiro Utomo

BOOK 3
Aileen Febriany Therese Wirakesuma
Edgardo Williamson Maulida Nur Isnaini
Jordan Sherman Rusli Suprapto Wiro Utomo
Justin Nathaniel Jaya Andre Loong
Laura Stephanie Suot Stephanie Hosea
Maria Lourdes Silfanus Crescentia Edith L.
Ti�any Sada Hanny Angel

BOOK 4
Audrey Louise Tjan Therese Wirakesuma

BOOK 5
Edward Fredrick Chang Therese Wirakesuma
Naomi The Therese Wirakesuma
Regina Angelita Setiawan Frida E�rien

BOOK 6
Kezia Angelique Terapa Suprapto Wiro Utomo

BOOK 7
Melvin Makarios Hadiwidjaja Therese Wirakesuma
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1 Attending: Therese Wirakesuma (Chair), 
Stephen Cahyadi (Vice Chair) Suprapto Wiro 
Utomo (Secretary) Chitraweni, Caroline 
Poedjokerto, Carolina Djaja, Frida E�rien, 
Edith Lawanto, other parent members.

2 New Board Member: Caroline Poedjokerto 
voted to become new Treasurer. Past 
Treasurer Lely Kurniawan thanked for her 
service- to continue in advisory role.

3 Rotation of o�cer elections agreed- one 
o�cer each year. Maximum 2 terms of 4 years.

4 Finance Report: SMAI maintains a stable 
balance of funds with most outgoing funds 
used to support teacher training, institutes/ 
conferences and events and 5% for 
administration.

5 Membership: there are over 500 SMAI 
members in Indonesia

6 Bali Conference: summary from Committee 
Head Carolina Djaja. Successful in reaching 
our goals to support the positive growth of the 
Suzuki Method in the Asia Region.

SUMMARY OF 
SMAI ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING
AUGUST 17, 2016

October 22, 2016 
Suzuki Method Public Presentation at Smart 
East Cikini

November 20, 2016
SMAI Recital
Suzuki Music Center Kelapa Gading

November 27, 2016
Piano Enrichment Class (South Jakarta)

December 3, 2016
12:00 Noon Matinee Concert: 
Iskandar Widjaja & Itamar Golan
UPH Concert Hall 5th Floor - SMAI student 
discount applies

March 22-26, 2017 
Piano Teacher Training Book 2

Download the information 
March 2017 (tentative)
SMAI Tour and Presentation- Malang
 
April 2017 (tentative)
Suzuki Early Childhood Education Teacher 
Training

May 21, 2017 
SMAI Grand Concert- Lippo Village Dome of 
the Harvest

June 14-18, 2017 
Suzuki Institute of Indonesia 2017
More info
 
September 12-16, 2017
Violin Teacher Training Book 3
 
December 2017 (tentative)
Violin Teacher Training Book 1- Malang

UPCOMING
EVENTS
2016 - 2017



SMAI 
HAPPENINGS








